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The beginning of polish audio description
• In 2007 it was applied for the first time during the football match, as well as the lectors’ audio track

was brought into stage performance, which has taken place in National Theatre in Warsaw

• In 2008 the Polish Film Festival in Gdynia provided audio description for festival movies.

• Half year later, also in 2008, audio description was introduced in museums and art galleries,
photographic exhibition, e.g. National Museum in Wrocław and Poznań, Panorama of Racławice in
Wrocław, Silesian Museum in Katowice, Museum in Stalowa Wola, Museum of Warsaws Rebellion,
Royal Castle in Warsaw

• 2009 resulted in releasing first DVD with audio description and subtitles for deaf edition – it was
‘Katyń’ by Andrzej Wajda. This release was a stepping stone for accessibility in polish home
entertainment market. Next movies were provided with audio description and subtitles by charities
for blind people and movie distributors i.e. PZN, Kino Świat Sp.z.o.o, National Polish Television or
Gutek Film. Given titles a few popular audio described movies like ‘Ludzie Boga’ by Xavier Beauvois,
’Czarny czwartek’ by Antoni Krauze, ’Miasto nieujarzmione’ by Jerzy Zarzycki.



Polish Association of the Blind, movie with audio description

CHOPIN Desire of love
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Polish Association of the Blind, movie with audio description
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Izabella Künstler-Zawisza

Polish Association of the Blind, movie with audio description
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- European Institute for the Media in Düsseldorf:
voice over (41%)

-SMG KRC on behalf of Canal+
voice over 50,2% (dubbing 43,3%)

-TNS OBOP on behalf of TVP S.A
voice over 45% (dubbing 45%)

-BBC
voice over 52% (subtitles 4,5%)

Inquiry about audiovisual translation – the 90’s

Szarkowska (2009: 11), Dries (1995: 6), Garcarz (2007: 130 i n.), Bogucki (2004: 69), (Subbotko 2008)
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Accessibility –
difficult duty or 
pure business? 



Polish AV-media landscape
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Public Television TVP
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Private Television TVPuls
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The City of Łódź – Accessibility concepts?



Non-governmental organisations
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Perspectives
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The percentage of accessible websites owned by subjects 
carrying out public goals

Major results comparing to the past years may be surprising. However, considering the 
overwhelming work done by our Foundation and other organisations while publishing textbooks, 
organising conferences, trainings, participating in partnerships and coalitions, then the results are 
not that surprising at all. That’s how it should work and we hope, that the years coming will be even 
better. The whole charm is however gone when we inquired e-commerce. There is so much to be 
done there. While in the information websites for instance obywatel.gov.pl there are hardly any 
difficulties, the sight impaired users are excluded in further procedures because of forms with many  
undescribed gaps and CAPCHA codes. 
•Przemysław Marcinkowski, accessibility specialist and technical auditor of Fundacja Widzialni



Promising

perspectives
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Websites with best score in the Accessibility 
Report 2017 – 49 points maximum


